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Fuller
R. Buckminster Fuller
Operating Manual for Spaceship Earth , 
1969

…scientists began to realize [at the beginning of 
World War II] that whereas a biologist used to 
think that he was dealing only in cells and that a 
chemist was dealing only in molecules and the 
physicist was dealing only in atoms, they now 
found their new powerful instrumentation and 
contiguous operations overlapping.  p. 45
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http://wp.erasei.com/nasa/



Ovid

http://www.geocities.com/Athens/Forum/6946/images/

Ages of Man
in Greek mythology

Golden
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Ovid

will nano bring a
Diamond Age?
http://www.complete-review.com/reviews/stephenn/diamond.htm



Readers’ Hot Technologies in 2005

Source:

R&D Magazine
http://www.rdmag.com/images/0412/chart1_lrg.jpg



Media cites

Media coverage of nanotechnology—both positive 
and negative—is increasingly exponentially.

Mentions of the word “nanotechnology” in the 
popular press rose from 190 in 1995 to 7,316 in 
2003;

Lux Research predicts more than 12,000 mentions 
in 2004.

http://www.luxresearchinc.com/



Funding

2004 Global Spending on Nanotechnology
to Exceed $8.6 Billion

According to a recently published report from Lux Research, 
global spending on nanotechnology research will top $8.6 
billion.  Of this, government spending will account for over $4.6 
billion, with:

• North America spending approx. $1.6 billion or 35% 
• Asia spending approx. $1.6 billion or 35% 
• Europe spending approx. $1.3 billion or 28% 
• The rest of the world spending approx. $133 million or 2%

http://www.azom.com/news.asp?newsID=1842



January 5, 2005

IBM - Led Group 
to Invest $2.5 Bln
in Upstate N.Y.

http://www.semiconductor-technology.com/projects/ibm_fishkill/images/3_NRI-IBM-Fishkill-Figure-0.jpg

IBM



Roger and John



Frontiers of Nano http://idol.union.edu/~malekis/ESC24/ESC24MainPage/NanoMainPage.htm



"But like any powerful new 
technology," says NSF Director 
Rita Colwell, "nanotech also has the 
potential for unintended 
consequences--which is precisely 
why we can't allow the societal 
implications to be an afterthought. 

http://www.nsf.gov/od/lpa/news/03/pr0389.htm



Nano 

Nanotechnology in Fact & Fiction



Feynman

Richard Feynman (1959), 

There’s Plenty of Room 
at the Bottom



Drexler

K. Eric Drexler
Engines of Creation
The Coming Era of Nanotechnology
1986



Engines of CreationIn short, replicating assemblers will copy 
themselves by the ton, then make other 
products such as computers, rocket engines, 
chairs, and so forth. … . 

Assemblers will be able to make virtually 
anything from common materials without labor, 
replacing smoking factories with systems as 
clean as forests. They will transform technology 
and the economy at their roots, opening a new 
world of possibilities. They will indeed be 
engines of abundance. 

Drexler - http://www.foresight.org/



RUR

Karel
Capek

1920

http://www.mindfully.org/Reform/RUR-Capek-1920.htm



Fantastic Voyage

1966

http://www.rnw.nl/science/assets/images/voyage.jpg

2002



http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0066214122/ref=lib_rd_btb/103-3456407-6135068?v=glance&s=books

Prey

Nano
run
amok. 



Richard E. Smalley

Nanofallacies
Richard E. Smalley

Self-replicating, mechanical nanobots are 
simply not possible in our world.  To put every 
atom in its place – the vision articulated by 
some nanotechnologists – would require 
magic fingers.  Such a nanobot will never 
become more than a futurist’s daydream.

“Of Chemistry, Love and Nanobots,” Scientific American, Sept. 2001, p. 77



Single atoms



Atomic Force Microscope

Magic
fingers of 
an Atomic 
Force 
Microscope



Single atoms
Jason Sloanwaite, ‘04; 
spent Fall 2002 in a Swedish nanotech lab.

http://www.vu.union.edu/~slaunwhj/afm/



DNA

Rosalind Franklin's 
X-ray diffraction 
photograph of 
DNA, 1953

http://www.ornl.gov/TechResources/Human_Genome/graphics/slides/images/structur.gif http://www.npr.org/programs/atc/features/2002/oct/darklady/dna.jpg

Mechanical nanobots may
never be practical, but DNA

works pretty well.



RNA Codons

http://users.rcn.com/jkimball.ma.ultranet/BiologyPages/C/Codons.html



How DNA works

http://www.ornl.gov/TechResources/Human_Genome/graphics/slides/images/03b_lg.gif



How DNA works

March 
2003

Genomics and Its Impact 
on Science and Society

The Human Genome 
Project and Beyond

a publication of the U.S. Department of Energy Human Genome Program

http://www.ornl.gov/sci/techresources/Human_Genome/publicat/primer2001/index.shtml



Pioneer

http://www.aero.org/news/newsimages/pioneer.jpg

Pioneer 10; launched 1972; ~12 billion km away



Blue dot

https://planetary.org/images/Blue_Dot_big.jpg

Last photo
returned by 
Pioneer 10.

1990
6.4 billion km

← Earth is the 
pale blue dot.



Earthrise

http://ftp.ics.uci.edu/pub/chimera/dev/tutorial/download_images/earthrise.gif



Chief Seattle
A few more moons, a few more winters, and not one 
of the descendants of the mighty hosts that once 
moved over this broad land or lived in happy homes, 
protected by the Great Spirit, will remain to mourn 
over the graves of a people once more powerful and 
hopeful than yours. But why should I mourn at the 
untimely fate of my people? Tribe follows tribe, and 
nation follows nation, like the waves of the sea. It is 
the order of nature, and regret is useless. Your time 
of decay may be distant, but it will surely come, for 
even the White Man whose God walked and talked 
with him as friend to friend, cannot be exempt from 
the common destiny. We may be brothers after all. 
We will see.

Chief Seattle, 1855
http://www.halcyon.com/arborhts/chiefsea.html



Crown of Creation

The Crown of Creation

(humans and technology)



Copernicus

The single most  
important scientific 
diagram ever 
published.

- NYC Public Library

http://www.ifa.hawaii.edu/~wynnwill/110/images/Copernicus_heliocentric.jpg



Darwin

The only diagram 
in Darwin, Origin of 
Species.



Hubble http://www.edwinhubble.com/hubble_bio_001.htm

Hubble:

The 
Universe 
is not 
Eternal



Crown of Creation

http://images.amazon.com/images/P/B000002X4S.01.LZZZZZZZ.jpg

from  Ralph Alpher to  Jefferson Airplane



Prometheus steals fire

"Prometheus, you are glad that you have outwitted me and 
stolen fire ... but I will give men as the price for fire an evil 
thing in which they may all be glad of heart while they 
embrace their own destruction." 
[Zeus to Prometheus 1. Hesiod, Works and Days 55] 

http://sunsite.berkeley.edu/OMACL/Hesiod/works.html http://homepage.mac.com/cparada/GML/000Images/pim/prometheus1-3802.jpg



Icarus - 1

Daedalus
fashioned wings 
so that he and 
his son Icarus
could escape 
from the 
Labyrinth at 
Crete.

http://homepage.mac.com/cparada/GML/Daedalus.html



Malthus
“Population … increases in 
a geometrical ratio …

Subsistence increases only 
in an arithmetical ratio …

This implies a strong and 
constantly operating check 
on population from the 
difficulty of subsistence… .”

What has been & 
what will be the role 
of Science and
Technology?
http://www.d.umn.edu/cla/faculty/troufs/anth1602/images/Malthus-TURN80208.jpg

Thomas Malthus, An Essay on the Principle of Population, 1789 



What is the Future?

So, What of the Future?



Population - 2



Earth Summit

The Jo-burg
Summit
wrestled 
with these
problems.

See the PBS
documentary.
http://www.pbs.org/now/science/unsummit.html



Icarus - 2

http://www.datamanos2.com/icarus_rising.html

Icarus -- the man who fell to earth.Icarus -- the man who fell to earth.



Is this new?

Are science & technology the 
problem or the cure?

or

Why are people skeptical?



Titanic

http://scholar.hw.ac.uk/site/chemistry/topic7.asp?outline=no



Pollution



Ozone



Staph

Staphylococcus aureus
Staphylococcus aureus, often referred to simply as 
"staph," is a bacteria commonly found on the skin of 
healthy people. Occasionally, staph can get into the body 
and cause infections. 

…

Although methicillin is very effective in treating most 
staph infections, some staph strains have developed 
resistance to methicillin and can no longer be killed by 
this antibiotic. These resistant bacteria are thus called 
methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus, or MRSA. 
MRSA infection usually develops in hospital patients who 
are elderly or very sick or who have an open wound. 
Healthy people rarely get MRSA. Usually, Non-MRSA 
infections are treated with third generation cephalosporins, 
whereas for MRSA infections, vancomycin is currently 
the treatment of choice. The emergence of even 
vancomycin-resistant MRSA is one of the major 
challenges in hospital acquired infections. 



Titanic

http://www.rootsweb.com/~nwa/titanic.jpg



Spirit in the Gene

… Homo sapiens auto-
mutated from primate 
hunter-gatherer to plague 
animal in just 10,000 
years merely by applying 
the novel tools of culture 
and technology…

R. Morrison, Spirit in the 
Gene (1999),  pp. 100-
101



To Boil a Frog…
TO BOIL A FROG …

Reg Morrison, Spirit in the Gene: Humanity’s Proud 
Illusion and the Laws of Nature, p. 106.

http://www.hfml.kun.nl/pics/frog.jpg



We cannot go back
It is said that if you place an aquatic frog in a 
pot of water, it will sit there quite contentedly, 
even if you put the pot on the stove and 
slowly heat it.  According to the story, the 
frog remains, acclimating for a time to the 
change in temperature, and just before the 
water boils, the frog dies.  … [T]he analogy 
holds true for human beings.  We lit a fire 
under the pot 10,000 years ago by clearing 
the land, sowing seeds, and building 
communal settlements.  The result was 
inevitable, and retreat is now unimaginable.  
Like the frog, we are immobile… .  
We cannot go back.

- Morrison, p. 106



Joy



We have met the enemy…

http://www.planetwaves.net/pogo.web.jpg



"But like any powerful new technology," says 
NSF Director Rita Colwell, "nanotech also has the 
potential for unintended consequences--which is 
precisely why we can't allow the societal 
implications to be an afterthought. The program has 
to build in a concern for those implications from the 
start."

Indeed, says Davis Baird, a philosopher at the 
University of South Carolina, … technologies that 
don't do that have a way of coming to grief later on. 
Witness the widespread opposition to nuclear 
energy, and more recently, to genetically modified 
organisms. "So how can we go down a better path 
with nanotechnology?" Baird asks.



Title
It’s well known that fullerenes suck up loosely 
bound electrons from neighboring molecules. 
Inside the body, this phenomenon releases free 
radicals that can wreak havoc on cell chemistry. 

Mitsubishi: 
Out Front in Nanotech
By Stephen Herrera 
Technology Review

January 2005

Mitsubishi … realized that they would need to do voluntarily 
what many companies won’t do until forced: consider the 
concerns of stakeholders in academia, government, the 
environmental community, and the public.



Some observations

Nanotechnology is potentially powerful …

… but there are many misperceptions …

… and things we just don’t know (yet).

People have enduring faith in science & 
technology to solve (or evade) problems …

… in spite of evidence to the contrary 
(sometimes beyond the realm of science).

What are our responsibilities for using
science and technology?



Drexler conclusion

Strategies and Survival

Personal Restraint

Local or Global Suppression, 
by agreement or by force

Unilateral Advance

Balance of Power

Cooperative Development

Shields



Drexler conclusion - 2

Strategies and Survival

…nanotechnology and 
advanced AI will give great 
power to the leading force –
power that can be used to 
destroy life, or to extend and 
liberate it.  Since we cannot 
stop these technologies, it 
seems that we must somehow 
cope with the emergence of a 
concentration of power greater 
than any in history.



Drexler conclusion - 3

Strategies and Survival

As we approach a 
technological crisis of 
unprecedented complexity, it 
makes sense to try to improve 
our institutions for judging 
important technical facts.  How 
else can we guide the leading 
force and minimize the threat 
of terminal incompetence?



Questions I would ask

• Is it safe?
• Is it reversible?
• Is it sustainable?
• Is it fair?



Next steps

Your Next Steps
• Take other courses – in other fields
• Labs – real, virtual, demonstration
• Balance breadth and depth
• Read widely
• Minor (?)
• Internship
• Summer research; here or REUs
• Senior projects (perhaps joint)
• Grad school



Title

http://www.mrsec.wisc.edu/edetc/nanolab/ffexp/index.html

Ferrofluids are colloidal 
suspensions of magnetic 
nanoparticles



Reading ListReading List
Feynman (1959), There’s Plenty of Room at the Bottom

Drexler (1986), Engines of Creation

Joy (2000), Why the Future Doesn’t Need Us

Drexler and Smalley (2003), Point – Counterpoint

Rees, Our Final Hour

Collection of skeptical articles on nanotechnology from the 
popular press (WSJ, BBC, NYT, …)

Some Fear Ethical Restrictions on Research in Nanotechnology
Nanotech may spark fierce ethical row
Environmental group gears up to target nanotech industry
Thinktank predicts nanotechnology backlash
As uses grow, tiny materials’ safety is hard to pin down
The Revolution Has Begun


